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ICSI NEWSLETTER – Autumn / Winter 2007  Issue No 25

Motto “Docendo Discimus” “We learn by teaching”


NOVEMBER COUNCIL MEETING
Our final Council meeting of the year took place at the Clumber Park Hotel on Monday 5th November 2007. The main purpose of this meeting is to review the year’s activities, to consider dates and activities for the following year and to consider applications for membership and transfers received since our last review.
The Chairman opened the meeting explaining that he intended to devote a large part of the meeting to the agenda item ‘Web-Site’. This would be our last meeting before the proposed launch date in early 2008 and it was imperative that Council had consensus on the final changes suggested at our last meeting.
He then moved on to the minutes of our meeting on 4th June 2007.
Matters Arising: We have always had a very high membership renewal ratio. Most members only resigning when they retire from coaching. However, we do have a small number of members who, for whatever reason, choose not to renew their membership within a couple of years. To help understand/resolve this apparent membership conflict we will in the future send out a questionnaire to all members who do not renew to establish why they do not wish to continue membership.
The Registrar confirmed that arrangements for the Seminar for the 24th September 2007 were finalized with tutors and venue confirmed. He did express concern however that the two most requested topics from our last questionnaire had received the poorest ever response.
The Secretary reported a high take up of orders for baseball capos and the need to restock in certain colours. It was agreed and suggested we add black to the list of available colours.
The Registrar handed out the professional quality lapel badges he had been tasked to obtain for Council members to wear when on Institute duty. He suggested that they could be made available for members if he could obtain suitable minimum order quantities. It was agreed to advertise this in the next Newsletter.
Accounts: In the absence of the Treasurer, the Chairman gave a brief report on the accounts.
The reduction in meetings through 2007, as suggested at our AGM, has had the necessary positive effect in minimizing our expenses. This combined with our completed restocking exercise has resulted in a stabilized account.
Applications/Transfers: Two new applications were received and reviewed, both were offered membership. Four from the previous reviews had subsequently accepted the grades offered.
Web-Site: At our last Council meeting Sue Hart was tasked to take the various ideas and changes she had proposed, along with the various wish-list the Council had suggested, and produce a first draft for discussion and approval at this meeting
Sue came to the meeting with a laptop demonstration of the proposed new site with all the suggestions, amendments and additions discussed at our last meeting.
After a detailed demonstration a few minor adjustments and modifications were suggested and agreed upon, and approval given for Sue to proceed to the final pre-launch draft. Sue agreed to include the small changes discussed and send a copy of the final draft, on CD, to all Council members to view and make final comments before the planned launch date prior to the AGM in March.
It was agreed that the Secretary/Registrar would produce a redesigned proforma for members to complete so that members information appearing on the new site is clear and consistent. Council believe it necessary to standardize and professionalize the information available to the public about ICSI members and to protect the ICSI.
Council thanked Sue for the outstanding work done and the progress on this project.
Market Place: The Council are continuing to monitor the market place developments of all the other organizations directly or indirectly involved with all the aspects relating to shotgun coaching.
The object of this ongoing exercise is to keep the present and future role of the Institute and its members firmly and visibly established in the coaching market place.
The Council feel it is necessary to keep examining our role in the market place so we can be proactive with any new initiative which might enhance further the Institute and our members standing within the shooting and public community. (NOTE  See Chairman’s column.)
Westminster Fair: Roger Hill and Mike Alldis had again volunteered to represent the ICSI at this yearly event organized by BSSC in the Palace of Westminster on Monday 27th November 2008. (It was reported after the event that the fair was again a success).
Game Fairs: After the unfortunate late cancellation of the 2007 event approaches are again being pursued to establish a ICSI presence at the next Game Fair. Our long term aim is to establish an ongoing presence at this showcase event.
It was reported that Harewood, the venue of the cancelled event, intends to hold a fair over the Whitsuntide weekend on the years they do not host future Game Fairs. Council decided to make approaches to establish a presence at this and the West Midlands fair.
Any Other Business: After a very full meeting the Council listed various topics for future seminars and practical workshops.
(NOTE  Prior to Council deciding on Seminars/Workshops for this year they would urgently like feedback from members on topics they would like to be considered.)
The Chairman closed the meeting.
Next Council meeting Monday 10th March 2008, prior to the AGM.

NEW MEMBERS AND TRANSFERS
Membership applications and transfers received since our last Newsletter were considered by council. The following have accepted membership grades offered:-

New ASSOCIATES: 
Paul Fallon
Ian John Corrigan
Louis Charles Amey
Paul Anthony Charles Rendell
Graham Charles Kettridge

New MEMBER: 
Alan William Sunderland

I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the Council to welcome the new members listed to The Institute. The Institute was set up on 1987 to provide an organisation of qualified Clay Shooting Instructors to promote and set standards of qualifications for the art and sport of clay shooting instruction.
Please remember you the members are The Institute and you are out there to set the standards. Please make the effort and be pro-active, and if you have any ideas, suggestions, or questions, please phone Keith Stoker, Registrar, on 01913-842499. Your ideas and/or suggestions will be put before the council at the next council meeting. (You will be given their response).
Please read our "Articles of Constitution" and "Codes of Conduct". Any queries regarding their content or interpretation ring the Registrar for clarification.
As it is now possible to take CPSA L1 and L2 award in the same year we are receiving more requests for transfer to Member grade from Associate within a year of becoming an Associate Member.
Associates wishing to be considered for transfer should note that they must also be able to satisfy the Council that they have a broad experience of shooting instruction, for a minimum of five years and have passed a Senior or Advanced award for Council to grant the transfer request.

DISCOUNT FOR MEMBERS
The council has organised with the following well known retailers preferential discount for members. The discounts quoted on guns assumes that they will be used for "Coaching".

Avalon Guns
Tel: 01458-447505/841504 
Accessories:- 20% off the retail price
Guns:- Members will receive a favourable deal on guns 
To obtain discount ask for "Andy".

Litt's
Tel:01633-250025/843252 
Accessories:- Trade price plus VAT
Guns:- Trade price plus V AT 
To obtain discount ask for "Andrew".
 
Chris Potter Guns
Tel: 01892-522208 
Accessories:- 20% off the retail price
Clothing:- 25% off the retail price
Guns:- Members will receive a favourable deal on guns 
To obtain discount ask for "Chris".

Swillington Shooting Supplies
Tel: 01132-864097 
Accessories:- 20% off the retail price
Clothing:- 25% off the retail price
Guns:- Trade price plus V AT 
To obtain discount ask for "Chris" .

Brown's Lock Stock & Barrel
Tel:0114-2346222 
Accessories:- 25% off the retail price
Guns:- Trade plus V AT 
To obtain discount ask for "John".
 
Members will be asked to produce their current membership card to obtain the above discounts. 
If you know of other retailers who might be willing to offer discounts to our members please contact the Registrar on with a contact name and telephone number, so that they may be officially approached to set up the facility.

SHOP ITEMS
ICSI items are available from our Membership Secretary as follows: 

Single Motif Ties 
£12.00 
(Blue/Green/Brown) 

Metal Bullion Badge 
£15.00
(9.5cms sq.) Badge 

Small Enamel Badge 
£2.00 
Woven Cloth Badge 
£5.00 
(9.5cms sq.) 

Woven Cloth Badge 
£4.00 
(Small Shield) 


Due to popular request we now have available baseball caps as shown below: 
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Caps are available in navy, green, and burgundy, and cost £12.00 each. All prices include post and packing. 

We have obtained professional quality plastic lapel badges for council members to wear on official Institute business. The badge has our logo and initials die printed in black on a cream base with name engraved underneath through to the brown base colour. As we now have the tooling we can provide lapel badges for individual members. We have a minimum order quantity of six with the manufacturer, and the price is £7.00 per badge. We are taking orders now and will charge only when we have order quantity numbers.

SEMINAR/WORKSHOP
Our 10th Professional Improvement Workshop was held at the Clumber Park Hotel on Monday 24th September 2007.
The workshop ‘Fuelling Performers’ was presented by Vernon McGarey of SportsCoach UK and the workshop ‘Sports Vision’ was presented by Alastair Wade of the Sports Vision Association.
Vernon had worked as a tutor at the University of Derby for 15 years and started his workshop by stating “All good coaches are thieves.”
He went on to say that the workshop would cover:-
	What constitutes a healthy diet

How useful are ‘sports drinks’
What food and fluids will enhance performance
The delegates were then given a record sheet and asked to record their total food and drink consumption from the previous day.
On completion of the task the sheets were exchanged with each other to criticise/comment on whether or not they were healthy diets.
After a good natured discussion Vernon moved on, stating a diet was only a pattern of eating habits and food consumption. We all need a good diet but they can be manipulated to meet certain goals.
Diets contain:-
Carbohydrates - which produce energy
Fats - which store energy not used
Protein - which builds muscle
They also contain macronutrients, minerals and dietary fibre.
After a detailed description of each element in our diet, and what they contribute, it was stressed that a good diet should provide balance and variety.
Non-Athletes Diet - Carbohydrate  50%  /  Protein  10-15%  /  Fats  35-40%
Athletes Diet - Carbohydrate  60-70%  /  Protein  10-15%  /  Fat  25-30%
Armed with the facts we were given the profile of John, a semi-professional rugby player and his typical daily diet and asked to suggest changes for improvement.
An open discussion and review took place and suggestions made for an improved diet for John.
The workshop then moved on the look in detail at the three types of sports drinks available and what they each provide.
Isotonic drinks (re-Hydration-Energy)
Hypertonic (Energy)
Hypotonic (re-Hydration)
“Water is the best drink to just reHydrate”.
With the time remaining we quickly looked at fluid intake, top-up snacks and cereal bars.
Vernon closed the workshop commenting that he had never experienced such a proactive audience. He provided the delegates with various handouts and a resource booklet to complement our understanding of the topic.
We then adjourned for lunch where, each delegate now armed with all the facts carefully considered what they should order for a balanced diet for lunch. The general consensus was that the new diet would start tomorrow!
The delegates reconvened after lunch for the afternoon workshop ‘Sports Vision’ presented by Alistair Wade.
Alastair is a National committee member of the Sports Vision Association (SVA) has been involved screening Olympic athletes since 1996, was personal Optometrist to Jonathan Edwards and Jerad Deacon. Has been involved with Newcastle and Durham Universities. He is presently very involved with Durham Cricket Club and Northumberland and England golf amateurs.
Alastair set up in the hotel room the largest amount of equipment ever seen at one of our workshops. By the end of the workshop we had used it all.
He started by stating:-
80% of all vision actions are driven by the visual system
20% to 25% of all the energy taken by the body is used up creating the image of the world we see known as vision
87% of everything we have learnt has gone through the vision, only 7% of knowledge through our hearing.
Our two eyes act as video cameras sending information in the form of electrical signals to the back of the brain. The brain assembles the information and creates vision. The level and quality of the vision often determines a persons ability at sport.
Alastair listed all the visual demands required for shooting and then discussed each demand and the methods used in the screening process. The workshop was interactive and Alastair used delegates as required to demonstrate the equipment he uses in the screening process.
He then moved on to look at the basic visual system - Hand-Eye Co-ordination, Ocular-Motor Skills, Depth Perception, Central Peripheral Awareness, Visual Reaction Time and Eye Dominance.
Alaistair then went on to explain that when all the screening tests have been completed the results, either for a team or an individual, can be compared with standards and physical corrections and/or vision training exercises advised. (He has found that cricketers who score poorly in pre-season vision screening mostly fail to keep their place in the team).
In shooting sports cross laterality (wrong dominance) is a problem, normally solved by occlusion, in certain sports it can actually be an advantage. (In cricket a batsman with cross dominance might see that ball delivery better).
We moved on to look at eye correction lenses suitable for shooting. Specialist shooting glasses, contact lenses and/or specialist filters (coloured lenses) were demonstrated.
Running late Alastair closed the workshop apologising for the overrun, his enthusiasm for the subject and our typical interest were probably equally to blame. The delegates would have been happy to continue for another hour.
Comments received afterwards were; “Both sessions extremely useful, informative and relevant to shooting”. “The Sports Vision session was a real eye opener”. “Two Excellent tutors, knowledge beneficial to any coach”. “Good value for money and very informative”.

CHAIRMANS COLUMN
2007 was another good year for the Institute, with membership numbers reaching record levels. It is rewarding to see the interest continues form continental Europe and from the USA, alongside our core base in the UK.
The Council operates with the Institute’s strategic objectives in mind:-
To maintain and support standards in coaching.
To promote the capabilities of Institute coaches to the general public.
To provide further educational opportunities with seminars and workshops.
To participate in influencing the legislative climate for shooting.
Activities during the year included our, now annual, participation in the British Shooting Sports Council open day at the Houses of Parliament, alongside the other shooting organisations.
Two excellent educational days were undertaken, a visit to the Birmingham Proof House and a workshop on Sports Vision.
Participants confirmed that both of these activities were particularly interesting.
We will continue the programme in 2008 and members are encouraged to suggest topics that they feel would be worthwhile. It is your Institute.
After the AGM in March, we have asked one of our members, John Robinson, the international Olympic Skeet shot to give a presentation on the International Shooting Sports Federation and its coaching courses, from his perspective as a recent participant and qualifier.
In light of ongoing changes in the organisation of shooting sports and coaching in England and the UK, this should make a interesting afternoon.
Very best wishes for 2008.
M.P.


REGISTRAR’S COLUMN
As I mentioned in the report of the November Council meeting I was surprised at the poor response received for our tenth Workshop/Seminar. The two topics were the most requested by our members on the last questionnaire.
The ‘Sports Vision’ workshop in particular was in my opinion the best and most relevant workshop we have ever had. “If you do not see a target properly you will not hit it”.

CHAIRMANS COLUMN
It has been suggested that holding the seminar after the school term restarts could be the cause of the poor response and so with this in mind we are moving the date to early September this year.
Please help the Council provide what you want, give us your feedback.
Enjoy your coaching in 2008, look forward to seeing you at the AGM.
K.S.













